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AnastasiaDate Lists Favorite Sports of European Members
AnastasiaDate shares details of favorite sports of members
AnastasiaDate loves to provide their members with interesting details about anything going on on their portal and has spent decades
focusing on how to cater to the needs of online daters all over the world. Now the portal has come up with a list of top 10 favourite
sports that members enjoy in their everyday lives. AnastasiaDate is happy to report that sports is held in high regard as most
members engage in some form of it.
Healthy living seems to be relevant to the majority of members, as most of them have a gym
membership somewhere. The European women registered with the site are proving that fitness is
an excellent way to break the ice between people – members can spark a conversation about their
favourite activities. Men from around the world are happy to find like-minded women that enjoy
sports as much as they do. Let’s have a look at what the latest AnastasiaDate survey reveals about
their members.
The number one sport on the list is volleyball, which is a high-speed game that requires a variety of
skills. Women, who enjoy the game must maintain peak fitness levels and show a distinct preference
for team games. The close second with the ladies is a mixture of gym activities, which confirms the
widespread idea that women on online dating sites love to stay fit. They visit a gym several times a
week and enjoy lifting weights as well as doing cardio.
Football is the third most loved sport among the women, which a lot of men are likely happy to learn. The increase in popularity
around the world is confirmed by how many women on the portal have taken it up. Ladies on AnastasiaDate note that they both
enjoy playing the game as well as keeping up to date with the latest most important matches.
Other very popular sports among female European members on the site include tennis, basketball, dance, badminton and table
tennis. Single men looking to date active European women will be glad to find so many of them on AnastasiaDate.com. The best
ways to connect with each other is using Live Chat and CamShare among other innovative features on the portal.
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